Hi, just a reminder that you're receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in The Center for Campus Fire Safety. Don't forget to add ctabor@campusfiresafety.org to your address book so we'll be sure to land in your inbox!

You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails.

CAMPUS FIRE FORUM REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Looking for Speakers

We're looking for speakers in Chapel Hill. Please sign up if you want to speak. We’ll get back to you in April! Please don't delay - speaker positions are filling up!

FROM THE PRESIDENT ... MICHAEL J SWAIN

Happy Spring Everyone!

As we all are aware, this is beginning to be the busiest time of the School Year. As the weather gets warmer, we've got to be prepared for any possible fire that could occur on campus. Let's all do our part to keep our community safe and sound!
How college students studying overseas can stay fire safe
By Lorraine Carli, Vice President vice president of outreach and advocacy for NFPA

In 2010, my daughter headed off to study abroad in Barcelona. Since I work in fire safety, I'm sure I told her to be careful and to always look for a way out every time she entered a building. However, back then I don't think I fully grasped the differences between the United States and other countries.

New Construction Features: 'A System of Systems':

Over the last five or ten years there has been an incredible surge in the construction of modern off-campus properties. And, there doesn't appear to be a slowdown in sight. Some of these properties are a few miles from the campus on undeveloped land, or perhaps with older commercial or residential structures being demolished. The location of this housing will be an attraction for some students as long as they have a car, or a bus service. There is also an increase in new construction closer to the campus, within walking distance to campus and other attractions. These buildings may be taller or high-rise due to the limits in land acquisition.
The Center for Campus Fire Safety supports the Coalition for Fire Safety with ICC and NFPA.

MEMBER NEWS AND ACTIVITIES

FIRE INCIDENT NEWS | BREAKING NEWS | MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEMS

We provide you with continual news updates when they happen .... Click on the links above to find hundreds of higher education specific new stories and search through years of our news archives.

Master Key IBC and IFC Safety Concepts to be taught at Fire & Life Safety Institute May 8-10

Master Key IBC and IFC Safety Concepts to be taught at Fire & Life Safety Institute May 8-10
Registration deadline is for one of the International Code Council's (ICC) most anticipated 2017 Institutes. The Fire & Life Safety Institute at Hyatt Place Park City, Utah, will teach you to apply the International Building Code (IBC) and International Fire Code (IFC) effectively and efficiently. This three-day, interactive Institute will go in-depth into some of the most important fire and life safety concepts and their application to related code provisions. After completing this Institute, you will be able to better:

- Identify and describe the 26 specific occupancy groups and the nine types of construction in the 2015 IBC
- Determine the allowable height and area of a building based on its occupancy classification, type of construction and special features
- Apply the special provisions applicable to mixed occupancy and unlimited area buildings
- Explain the scope of fire-resistance-rated and smoke-resistant provisions
- List the hazards associated with interior finishes, decorative materials and trims
- Accurately define key fire code terms
- Describe the manner in which a fire-resistance rating is achieved
- Identify the individual building components that require a fire-resistance rating

Ramp up your technical skills while you network with peers and earn 1.8 CEUs.

CAREER CONNECTIONS

Sorry, None to advertise today, but check the home page of our website for Career Opportunities that might come up before the next edition of our newsletter!

Don't forget ... Send job postings to: SupportTeam@campusfiresafety.org. There is no charge to post these in our newsletter.
TYCO - A community of Self Maintainers (Free to CCFS Members)

You've got the people, the equipment, and the ability to perform routine fire and life-safety system inspections and maintenance internally.

All you need is a resource for information. An opportunity to connect with others, share best practices and more. That's why we created the Self-Maintainer Community.

MORE

JENSEN HUGHES ACADEMY provides CCFS Members a 25% discount on all online training

JENSEN HUGHES Academy provides online fire and electrical safety training to learners across the United States and throughout the world, distributed through our partnerships with the nation's premier fire protection organizations, eCommerce and direct sales to corporations and government agencies.

Over 100 hours of training in Fire Alarms, Sprinklers, Smoke Control, and Electrical Safety are available 24/7.

MORE
CHUBB TRAINING
Chubb Offers 30% off to Members of The Center or 50% if you are also a Building/Fire Code official.

FIRE SMART CAMPUS
(ICC CEU's )
Fire Smart Campus Training Opportunities ... The Center instructor(s) will come to your campus or town. Price varies depending upon location ...

CROWD MANAGER
New - NEXT GENERATION - Crowd Manager Training ... 2 hour online course @ $19.95. Presented by ICC, NAFSM & CCFS.

... Training for Students!
The Center for Campus Fire Safety and AliveTek, Inc. have partnered to launch a new online Campus Fire Safety course for college students at http://prevent.zone. "Be Fire Smart! College Student Edition" is a 30-minute interactive course that includes engaging scenarios, interactive challenges and real-life stories. Students learn what to do in a fire emergency and how to prevent fires in both on- and off-campus housing.

FIRE FATALITY STATISTICS

CENTER SOCIALS
Connect with us ... Join our social & discussions fire and life safety networks.
FOR FIRE SAFETY PROFESSIONALS

Off-Campus Fire & Life Safety Alliance | Join

CenterNet (Members Only) | Login | Become a Member

FOR STUDENTS & PARENTS

Campus Fire Safety for Students is a joint outreach effort between The Center's Student Committee and NFPA.

Campus Fire Safety for Students Webpage

LINKS AND HELPFUL INFORMATION

The Movie & College Tour [Learn More]

Life Safety Systems Guides and Manuals

Free Downloads

Passport to Fire Safety Created to Protect Students Studying Abroad from Fire Danger

Fire prevention starts with AFCI Outlets. [Learn More]
THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS

Learn More